EDB specialise in custom designing courses to suit your workplace, here are some
examples of how we tailor to your needs.
Voice Pick training is now available at our Capalaba training facility.
This system is used by most of the major warehouses that use up to
date technology to increase accuracy and productivity.
Voice training is a short course with small class size to ensure
trainees get the hands on experience to use the actual Vocollect
technology.
The trainee will learn how to sign in to the Vocollect system, enter
their unique voice template, answer the instructions issued by the
voice system,
how to identify and deal with problems that may arise.
The Vocollect offers numerous advantages over conventional order
picking methods. It will eliminate the use of picking slips and
dramatically increase accuracy on the pick task.

How do I book a place for the
voice picking training?
Contact EDB on their website or
email
www.edbtraining.com.au
pat@edbtraining.com.au
justine@edbtraining.com.au
What do I bring?
Closed in shoes (steel capped or
runners) high visibility vests and
other PPE if required will be
issued by EDB.

The system relies on voice instruction through headphones and
a microphone.

The benefits include







Hands-free, eyes-free picking
Up to a 35% improvement in picking productivity
Up to 99.9% picking accuracy
Reduced operator training time
Direct interface to most WMS
Rapid return on investment

By freeing the operators hands to pick the items, it ensures the
picker will have more time to concentrate and focus on the
accuracy or the pick.

How long the training take? Because
it’s a small class size (two trainees
Maximum) the class takes
approximately two (2) hours
What’s involved? You will learn how to
create a voice template, answer the
voice system with the correct answers
and deal with any problems you may
encounter during the voice pick task.
Will I receive a certificate? Yes, a
statement of attendance will be issued
to you on the day after successfully
completing the training.
What is the cost? $250 per person

